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Informit AGIS Plus Text’s multi-disciplinary coverage is an excellent resource for lawyers, educators, businesspeople, law librarians, students, paralegals and others involved in the law and legal studies.
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About Informit
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Case study

Title: Interdisciplinary action in urban planning and building for bushfire: the Victorian case
Personal Author: March, Alan; Rijal, Yogita
Source: Australian Journal of Emergency Management; 30 (4) October 2015: 11-16

Abstract: Interdisciplinary approaches used in implementing bushfire policies in urban planning practice - three skills sets essential for risk assessment - ability to gather and understand background information - fire and forest knowledge - ability to conduct design assessment and response processes - peer reviewed.

“When I want to conduct a comprehensive search of law journals, Informit is my first port of call. A recent search for any articles on the Fair Work Act provided me with ample results from authoritative sources to take back to the client.”

Sally Manser, Law Institute of Victoria, Australia